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Hello Everyone.
Welcome to another packed issue of the PM Times which
reflects the amazing diversity of activity across the company at
the moment.
I hope you and your loved ones are
continuing to keep well and staying
healthy during these challenging times.
Thankfully, with the roll out of vaccines,
the pandemic seems to be receding
in most countries where we operate
and hopefully that trend will continue.
It has been great that we have been
able to help some of our key clients
both directly and indirectly on projects
associated with manufacturing of
Covid vaccines, therapeutics and
diagnostic products.

Welcome from
Dave Murphy,
CEO

I am sure it is obvious to everyone just
how busy we are at the moment and I
want to again thank every one of you
for your incredible commitment over
the past number of months to support
our important clients and their critical
projects and to keep our business
going so well.
With five months of the year gone we
are well ahead of both budget and
last year in terms of the performance
of the business and we continue to
grow with more than 3,100 people
across the group this month. All of our
Business Units are busy and growing
and we have very strong booked work
as well as many significant prospects.

The implementation of our new
Strategic Plan is gathering momentum
now and we have a lot of activity
ongoing in areas such as Digital and
Sustainability. We also have two new
offices opening in Philadelphia and
Frankfurt to help accelerate the growth
of our Pharma business in the US and
the DACH regions.
We will continue to hold virtual Town
Hall meetings to keep everyone
updated on how the business is going
and how the various arrangements
for returning to workplaces will be
handled over the coming months.
We are well in to the Summer period
now and hopefully all of you will get a
chance to take a well-earned break
over the next few months. Finally,
please stay safe and continue to
follow the advice from your local
management as well as the relevant
government agencies and health
professionals as we hopefully emerge
from this awful pandemic over the
coming months.
Best wishes,
Dave

Cork team grows to
1,000 people
We’re thrilled to be
over 3,000 people
In 48 years, we’ve grown from 2 people to
over 3,000, working across multiple offices
and client sites in Europe, Asia and the USA.
We’re proud of our heritage and excited
about our future. We are creative partners
building a more sustainable world…

As PM Group recently reached 3,000 people Group wide, our Cork
Business Unit has also passed its own milestone.
“It is a privilege to now
have over 1,000 talented
people on our Cork team.”
Pat Ryan, Operations
Director, Cork.
“This is a significant
achievement for the Cork
Business Unit and we look
forward to continuing to
grow and serve our clients
and communities in Cork
and internationally. I’m
proud to be surrounded
by so many dedicated and
innovative people.”

Rory O’Riordan, a Management Accountant, who
now works with our Finance team, is the 1,000th
member of the current Cork team.
Pat and PM Group CEO, Dave Murphy, are
pictured presenting hampers to welcome Rory
and to congratulate Ken Kenny. Ken is the longest
serving staff member on the Cork team. He joined
the company in 1984 as a graduate mechanical
engineer. He went on to work on a host of major
projects, initially in Ireland and later in Switzerland,
Germany, Belgium, Holland and the USA. Today
Ken is an Executive Project Director, and he is
currently working on a major medical diagnostics
manufacturing project in Germany.

Derek Mowlds and Pat Ryan
were recently appointed to
the Board of PM Group.

New Board Directors
Derek is Operations Director for the
Dublin Business Unit. He has been
with the Company since 2003 and
has delivered major projects in the
Pharmaceutical, Food and Medical
Technologies sectors in Ireland, the EU
and Asia. Derek was previously Asia
Managing Director, responsible for
the Company’s operations in China,
Singapore and India. He is a Mechanical
Engineer with an MSc in Management
(UCD) and a Fellow and former Chair
of the Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers (CIBSE). Derek is a
member of the Institute of Directors of
Ireland.
Pat is Operations Director for the Cork
Business Unit. He joined PM Group as
a graduate in 1992 and has worked

in various senior roles across the
Company. He was previously Managing
Director for the Singapore Business
Unit where he spent five years. Pat
has extensive experience in full life
cycle project delivery internationally for
clients in the pharma, medtech, food
and advanced manufacturing sectors.
He is a Mechanical Engineer from MTU
Cork and holds an MSc in Executive
Leadership from the University of
Ulster.

Announcing the appointments, PM Group
Chairman, Dan Flinter said:
“These two appointments to PM Group’s
Board will augment the already considerable
breadth and depth of senior experience
available to our business. Between them,
Derek and Pat bring significant experience
to bear for our Board, which will be very
valuable in the years ahead. I believe that
their unique insight into how to effectively
deliver projects for our clients around the
world will serve the Board well.”

Carlsberg Brewery Expansion
celebrates 500,000 Safe Hours
milestone
PM Group is providing EPCM services for the project,
and our team recently marked the achievement of
500,000 safe hours worked on site.

A world leading brewer,
Carlsberg Group has
a large international
portfolio of beer and
other beverage brands.
Carlsberg is upgrading
its Yibin facility in
Sichuan Province,
Western China to meet
increasing market
demand.

“We are delighted to have the
opportunity to work with Carlsberg
and the delivery partners on the
Yibin project.”
Barry McFarlane, PM Group Project
Director.
“In PM Group, safety is always at
the heart of everything we do. This
Milestone achievement was made
possible only by the commitment
of our client and project partners.
Well done to the team and many
thanks to everyone who has worked
tirelessly to keep safety to the fore
on this project.”

for Health & Safety
PM PROjEN are delighted to have been
awarded a sixth RoSPA Order of Distinction
in recognition of a consistent and diligent
approach to Health & Safety. It follows 20
consecutive RoSPA Gold Awards.
“This is great news for the business.
It shows not only an independent
recognition of our excellent performance
in relation to Health & Safety, but
also, during these testing times,
acknowledgment of our commitment
to health and wellbeing as we ensure
that we keep our personnel safe whilst
homeworking”.
Lyndon Workman,
Health, Safety and
Environmental Manager,
PM PROjEN.

Thank you to everyone
who took participated
in our Employee
Remote Working
survey in March. We
had an incredible 88%
response rate.

The findings from the results are being used to help
develop a plan for our return to the workplace over the
coming months.
93% of participants indicated that you would like a
hybrid model of home and office working as we move
into the Future Way of Working. We are currently
working hard to develop a PM Group Workplace Model
that can accommodate personal preferences and, at
the same time, meet business needs. There’s a lot to
do within a short space of time – from looking at our
existing workspaces, IS systems and ergonomics – to
assessing what we need to do to adapt our model in line
with a more Flexible Way of Working. Thankfully we have
great skills in-house to ensure this is done expertly and
safely.
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Further updates will follow soon.

The project delivery specialists
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Takeda Ninlaro & Janssen BioCork 2
recognised in ISPE ‘Facility of the Year’ Awards
In ISPE’s 2021 FOY
Awards, Takeda’s high
potent drug facility in
Dublin has won the
‘Facility Integration’
Category and Janssen
Sciences BioCork 2
Facility has won the
‘Project Execution’
Category Award.

Takeda’s new standalone high
containment production facility at its
Grange Castle campus is dedicated
to manufacturing the Ninlaro
treatment for multiple myeloma.
The application of good design practices and superior
conceptual planning led to the excellent integration
of facility and process. Its innovative design as an
‘all-in-one’ facility incorporates the entire end-to-end
production process from API’s to drug product and
packaging under one roof. This significantly simplifies the
supply chain to ensure unconstrained product availability
for patients worldwide.
More about this project

Janssen Sciences BioCork 2 expansion
to its biologics manufacturing facility in
Ringaskiddy, Cork, Ireland will ensure
a sustainable supply of lifesaving
medicines for patients.
‘BioCork 2’ incorporates a new ‘Fed Batch’ drug
substance production facility with four 5,000L bioreactors.
Construction of the 19,000 sq.m. facility started in
October 2017 with PPQ batches commencing in
September 2020. The project had up to 1,200 people on
site with more than 50 different contracting companies,
more than 60 equipment vendors and workers from more
than 40 different countries.
More about this project

Welcome
to the 2021graduates!
Over 70 new graduates who will join our Irish
operation recently attended a virtual welcome evening.
Our CEO Dave Murphy opened the event and thanks to
Derek Mowlds, Pat Ryan and a host of other speakers
who presented to the group across a range of topics.
“We have a large number of graduates
joining us in Ireland in the coming
months and this event was tailored to
their needs. We aimed to familiarise
them with the company, the people
and alleviate any concerns that
some may have upon joining a new
organisation,”
Michelle O’Hagan, Graduate Recruitment
Specialist and organiser of the event.
“PM Group’s open-door policy and flat
management structure reassures our
graduates that support will always be
on hand”.

2021 marks the 15th year of our formal Graduate programme.
With every year, the initiative goes from strength to strength and
exemplifies our international connectivity across PM Group. This
year we will welcome over 100 graduates to the programme
across 11 offices and 11 countries.

Javier Lozano, PM Group’s expert on Single Use
Designs and standardisation, talked to Bioprocess
International about how single use technology is
becoming more widely adopted within the biopharma
industry.

SU Standardisation
approach needed to
alleviate supply issues

Javier notes that given current
supply issues caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, suppliers
have been struggling to keep up
with demand.
“It is widely accepted that
standardisation of Single Use (SU)
designs and assemblies would
be beneficial to the industry,
providing simpler, faster and lower
cost solutions. However, as SU
technology becomes more widely
adopted within the biopharma
industry, suppliers may struggle to
keep up with demand. This has
been particularly evident given
the current supply issues caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic. A
widely adopted SU Standardisation
approach is needed to alleviate SU
supply issues. This would not only
benefit the biopharma industry by
helping to ensure production but
ultimately, it would help patients as
well.

Although there have been attempts
to influence widespread adoption of
SU Standardisation through industry
bodies such as BioPhorum, ASTM,
and even individual suppliers, most
have been unsuccessful in achieving
the ultimate goal. This is due to the
many barriers preventing substantial
adoption, including:
n Difficulty/complexity in changing
validated production assemblies
requiring significant resources
n Inconsistent approaches
to assembly design and
procurement within company
networks
n Reluctance by SU suppliers
to adopt industry-wide
Standardisation effort – suppliers
typically want to provide their
own, differentiated components
n End-users usually promote their
own chosen platform, instead of
taking a more holistic industrywide approach.”

Read more in Bioprocess International

Day in the Life
Alyssa Springer
Project Architect, Boston

What inspired you to become an
Architect?
I always enjoyed art and drawing as well as
math and science. When I was in 7th Grade
we took a job assessment test and I got 10
out of 10 for ‘Architect’. The rest, as they
say, is history.
Your Current assignment?
I am currently working on the design of
Perrigo’s Infant Nutritionals project in
Vermont and I’ve enjoyed collaborating
with many colleagues from different offices.
I’ve also been assisting on an exciting Cell
and Gene Therapy project in Boston and
expansion for a major West Coast pharma
client.
Biggest challenge to date?
Without a doubt it’s challenging to balance
being an architect and a mom to my two
daughters. I like to give 100% to whatever I
am doing and it’s hard to split my time and

my attention. Spring 2020 was a particular
challenge with everything shut down, my
family was working and learning from our
home.
What attracted you to PM Group?
The technical aspect of the projects and the
strength and growth potential of the industries
in which we work. The puzzles inherent
in highly technical projects have always
intrigued me. So far, the projects have not
disappointed!

Most rewarding aspect of being
an Architect?
I really enjoy being a part of great
teams. It’s exciting to collaborate
towards a common goal to solve a
problem and reach a solution that
works for everyone. It’s also very
rewarding to see projects completed
and clients satisfied with their new
spaces or buildings.

Day in the Life
Jeremy Leuliet

Technical Project Manager at a
client site in Stein, Switzerland
What inspired you to become an
engineer?
Lego Technic started it! Then at
17, I discovered Pharmaceutical
engineering through an observational
internship at an OSD manufacturing
plant. I was fascinated by all the
engineered components that
transformed a powder into tablets to
improve people’s health.
Currently working on…
I’m currently managing five different
projects for the Project Engineering
Unit at the client’s Cell & Gene
Therapy platform in Stein. These have
wide ranging scope of services that
includes overall project coordination
for process, E&I, automation,
construction, installation, CQV and
handover as well as conducting
technical procurement of products/
services, controlling costs and
schedule, reporting KPI to clients.

Biggest challenge to
date?
In early 2020, I started
working on two projects,
both at execution stage.
Shortly after that, we all had
to work from home due to
the Coronavirus. As a new
team member, onboarding
remotely in a complex matrix
environment was certainly a
challenge, as was getting to
know my stakeholders and
engaging them for successful
project delivery.
What attracted you to
PM Group?
PM Group is known as being
a leader in delivering pharma
projects and initially the scale
of projects attracted me. Also
the fact that it’s an employee
owned company.

Zero Carbon Cleanroom –
Boston Scientific
At Boston Scientific’s Galway medical devices facility, the
project team recently handed over a state-of the-art 3,650
sq.m modular cleanroom.

A former 1980’s computer manufacturing facility has been
transformed into a state-of-the-art ISO 8 cleanroom.
“This highly energy efficient facility
consumes one third of the energy of a
conventional cleanroom of the same
size.”
Paul Houston, Building Services Engineer.
“This is achieved by more than
halving the fan and chiller energy
and reducing the heating use below
one tenth of a conventional humidity
controlled cleanroom. In addition to
the energy reductions the purchase
of certified Green Electricity ensures
that this is a Zero-Carbon emissions
cleanroom.”

Air Handling Efficiency: Two full-feature fresh Air Handling Units (AHUs) control
humidity for seven large simple recirculating AHUs. The fresh AHU feeds 10% of
the air to the cleanroom. It efficiently de-humidifies the fresh air before mixing it with
recirculated cleanroom air. This reduces the volume to be treated, overall system
complexity, peak chiller capacity and the large summer boiler load. Fan power is
kept below 1 kW/m³/s by minimising components in most of the AHUs and using
fan walls.
Air Source Heat Pumps: Two air-source heat pumps automatically adjust
to provide the required heating or cooling, whilst optimising their electricity
consumption. These can provide cooling as efficiently as a normal air-cooled
chiller. They generate heat more efficiently than a gas boiler and they become
even more efficient when heating and cooling are required at the same time. Three
smaller high-temperature heat pumps are used to boost heat for hot tap water.
Energy Recovery: A piped heat recovery system exchanges energy between the
recirculating and fresh AHUs before providing supplementary heating or cooling
from the heat pumps as required.

Annette
(left) with
colleagues
on site in
Abu Dhabi

Annette Main, Vice Chair,
CIOB Dublin Hub
Congratulations to Annette Main who was
recently appointed Vice Chair of the Dublin
Hub of CIOB (Chartered Institute of Building).
Recalling her CIOB journey, Annette says it has played a pivotal role
in her career development. Having studied Civil Engineering at CIT
(now MTU), Annette credits CIOB Chartership as the launch pad for
a move from mainstream construction into more of a consulting and
a management role. “It was a way of getting recognition for the
experience I had gained through my onsite work,” she says.
Chartership was also the enabler for a career move to the Middle
East where Annette went on to work on a variety of multi-million dollar
projects in Bahrain, Abu Dhabi and Dubai.
With 20 years’ experience in the construction industry, Annette is Project
Controls Lead with PM Group’s OEP team at MSD’s Brinny site. The
team manages small to medium capital projects on site.
Annette is a fantastic role model for others interested in a career in
project management and planning. Watch out for an article about her
career journey in the summer issue of Construction Manager, journal of
the CIOB.

MSD’s Carlow expansion
project marks the achievement
of 1.5m safe hours worked on site
MSD’s 13,000 sq.m vaccines and biologics production
expansion involves the development of a state-of-the-art
building with syringe filling and inspection and vial filling
suites, clean utilities and a warehouse expansion on a site
adjacent to MSD’s existing Carlow plant. Manufacturing
operations are scheduled to commence in 2022.
“This is a fantastic milestone which couldn’t
have been achieved without the continued
support of the Trade partners, PM Group’s
team and the MSD team.”
Ivan Coonan, Construction Project Manager.
“Together we developed the physical infrastructure to allow
people to work safely on site during COVID-19 restrictions.
This group, along with all of the craft-workers, have been
patient and diligent in complying with all the COVID-19 safety
measures. It is a testament to the resilience of the workforce
that we have achieved 1,500,000 work hours without a lost
time incident.”

Alcon is a global leader
in ophthalmic products
(eye care and eye surgery)
with a total turnover of
US$7billion and 23,000
employees worldwide.
The Puurs site produces
sterile packs for eye surgery.
Through their distribution
centre in Bornem, Alcon
distributes eye surgery
devices and implant lenses to
over 120 countries worldwide.

The challenge

Alcon, Puurs completion
PM Group designed and
constructed the new Alcon
facility in Puurs, Belgium.
The new building opened in
Spring 2021.

The Alcon site in Puurs was
originally part of the Novartis
Group. In 2019, the division
for eye care and eye surgery
devices became a separate
group worldwide under the
Alcon name. This entailed
physically splitting the factory
in Puurs into two separate
facilities.
The main building is one of the
most significant achievements
in the project. With its own
loading and unloading docks,
a new main entrance and
offices, Alcon Puurs is now
one coherent production site.
Within the building, a variety of
state-of-the-art work spaces
provide for flexible office
organisation.

Oxygen concentrators donated by
Kirby Group have been gratefully
received by the three selected care
centres.

Medical supplies donation

India COVID-19 Response
In response to the recent devasting COVID-19
surge PM Group launched an internal fundraising
initiative in early May to support our India team and
their efforts in the local communities in and around
Bangalore.

Anandhi delivers supplies to a local charity

n 2950 PPE kits
n 6500 pairs of gloves
n 11000 medicines
n 9975 masks

The final fundraising total was €31,780 – an amazing team effort that
shows the power of what we can do together! Your generous giving
is making a real difference to COVID-19 patients and to our team and
local initiatives in their communities.
The leadership and team in Bangalore have worked tirelessly to ensure
that donations are put to good use. So far, the fund has supported a
number of Covid care centres in Bangalore with urgent equipment and
medical supplies. We will continue to support these centres over the
coming months. We are also providing pro-bono engineering advice to
a government hospital in Bangalore.

n 30 ration kits
“Our colleagues in
India have been hugely
encouraged by your
messages of support and
your generous giving, so on
behalf of them – Thank You”.
Anandhi Sathyamurthy, MD,
PM Group – India.

n 65 oximeters
n 2100 face shields
n 15 digital thermometers
n 13 pedestal fans

Below left: Declan Moroney,
PM Group and Paul Finnerty,
Kirby Group Engineering
watch the generator being
lifted from UCHG.

Thankfully the reduced demand on HSE infrastructure has allowed
for this important piece of healthcare equipment to be donated
to India. Our office in Bangalore has liaised with the Indian health
service to identify a suitable recipient hospital and will support the
safe delivery and installation of the generator.

Critical COVID-19 support
for India – oxygen generator
PM Group and Kirby Group
Engineering are are delighted to
support the HSE’s recent donation of
an oxygen generator from University
College Hospital Galway (UCHG),
Ireland, to the Indian Health Service.

On Wednesday 8th June, the generator was removed from UCHG
by crane. Engineers and Project Managers from Kirby Group
Engineering and PM Group were on hand to ensure the equipment
was decommissioned and loaded safely onto its transport.

“PM Group is delighted to partner
with the HSE and Kirby Group
Engineering to facilitate the delivery
of this life-saving equipment to
where it’s needed most. Our team
in Bangalore has been supporting
local COVID-19 care centres with
equipment and supplies through
these difficult times, so we are
particularly happy to help with this
important initiative.”
Dave Murphy, CEO, PM Group.

Submissions by Type

Innovation In Action
Awards 2021

● Ideas 67
● Innovations 62
● Ideas 67
● Technical Published Articles 2
● Innovations 62
● External Presentations 4
● Technical Published Articles 2
● External Presentations 4

Thank You to everyone who submitted to
the 2020-21 Innovation in Action Scheme
The 135 submissions cover a wide range of topics. They came
from right across our network of offices and departments and
this year saw an increase in collaboration between offices on
submissions.
Following review and scoring by the judging panel, category
winners will be announced by early September and the
Innovation Awards event will take place in October.
For details about the Awards scheme and how to submit an
idea or innovation for the 2021/’22 scheme, visit the Innovation
section on Scope

http://scope/iina/SitePages/Home.aspx

Submissions by Department

● Administration
● Architectural
●●Automation
Administration
●●BIM
Architectural
●●Building
Serv
Automation
●●Civil
BIM
●●CM
Building Serv
●●CQV
Civil
●●EHS
CM
●●Electrical
CQV
●●Finance
EHS
●●HR
Electrical
●●Instrumentation
Finance
●●IS
HR
●●Managed
Serv
Instrumentation
●●Mechanical
IS
●●OTS
Managed Serv
●●Piping
Mechanical
●●Planning+Scheduling
OTS
●●Process
Piping
●●Project
Mgt
Planning+Scheduling
●●Quality
Process
●●Sales+Marketing
Project Mgt
●●Structural
Quality
●●Technical
Operations
Sales+Marketing
● Structural
● Technical Operations

Promoting Biodiversity
in Education
The world is changing and by
engaging with and educating
students in biodiversity,
schools can improve their
own performance. Our
Birmingham office have
recently delivered a joint CR
and environmental initiative to
encourage biodiversity within
its community.
Alderbrook School has a vision to
transform an empty 160 sq. m outdoor
space into an area for 6th form students
to socialise, study in and engage with
biodiversity. Our team was delighted
to provide pro-bono design services to
help progress this vision and enhance
biodiversity within the local area.

The final design was split into four development phases
in line with the school’s requirements; Clearance,
Ground Work, Seating and Planting.
Adam Watkins who led the design
for PM Group said:
“While a focus was on
redesigning the outdoor area,
we also provided guidance
on features that could be
incorporated to encourage
biodiversity. This included
suggestions on different plants
to attract different wildlife.”

Area features, such as vegetable patches, were
also presented to help drive healthy eating,
along with further biodiversity ideas such as a
Pollinator House, Leaf Pile, Clay Bird Feeder
and a Butterfly Garden.
Becky Hess, 6th Form Learning and Wellbeing
Manager at Alderbrook School, said, “We are
delighted to have had the expertise of PM
Group to create thoughtful and imaginative
plans that are fit for purpose. We look forward
to using the design to enhance our facilities
and provide an important wellbeing resource to
benefit many students, especially at this time.”

win

World Environment Day
Ecosystem Restoration was the theme for World
Environment Day 2021. We can all help to restore
ecosystems in our gardens and in our wider
communities.
Simple activities like leaving our lawns to grow longer, leaving wild areas,
planting bee friendly flowers and installing bug hotels all help to make a
difference. We can also support community projects, volunteer for local
environmental initiatives, and plant and protect more trees.

Environment/Biodiversity
Photo Competition
Protecting and promoting biodiversity is a key part
of environmental management and our planet’s wellbeing.
We would love to see and hear what you’ve done (or are doing) to grow,
protect or enhance our natural world. Whether it’s growing your own veg,
letting the lawn go wild, helping with a local environment initiative etc., please
let us know about it. And we’d be delighted to see people as well as nature in
your photos.
Send your photos and captions to environment@pmgroup-global.com
by 30th June to be in with a chance to win a share of the €1,000 worth
of prizes for the top 5 entries.

At PM Group, we are making good progress across a number of our
sustainability programmes including biodiversity and carbon neutral and
new client services.
Learn more about progress on our UN Sustainable Development Goals
in our 2020 Corporate Responsibility & Health and Safety Report

Inclusion Event 2021
Please help us celebrate our recently added value of
Inclusion.
For a number of years we’ve celebrated International Women’s
and Men’s Days, and for our Inclusion Days we want to open the
conversation on other important aspects of Diversity and Inclusion
such as age, race, ability and sexual orientation.
If you’ve got a story to share or ideas on how we can build
understanding and awareness, we’d love to hear from you so that
we can plan an Inclusion Event that represents everyone in
PM Group on 6th – 8th October.

Please get in touch
by 15th July, either
by emailing
diversityandinclusion@
pmgroup-global.com
or by responding
anonymously on
Google forms

Brought to you by:
Voice of the People…part of our
Diversity and Inclusion Programme

IT for local Birmingham schools
Facilitated by Solihull Council’s Careers Hub team, the
Birmingham office donated laptops, PCs and monitors to Lyndon
School and Langley School to help students during the Covid
pandemic. Manzar Bashir, Birmingham IT Manager, is pictured
with David Hawkins. Assistant Principal, Lyndon School.
Read more

100 Heroes
Birmingham Children’s Hospital Charity was
‘Charity of the Year’ for the Birmingham
office in 2020 and PM Group was recently
included in the charity’s ‘100 Heroes’ in
recognition of our fundraising efforts in 2020.
In total, we raised over £4,300 despite the challenges posed by
the COVID-19 lockdowns. We look forward to continuing our
support for this great charity during 2021.

IT for OLVP School
Bornem, Belgium

Annual Companies Relay Run
6 teams of five runners (30 people) represented PM Group in the Annual Company Charity
Run, participating remotely in Wroclaw, Warsaw and Krakow. A total of 10,700 people
participated in the event this year. Funds raised will support the rehabilitation of children
through The EVEREST Foundation.

World Day
for Cultural
Diversity

The team in Belgium were pleased to donate IT
equipment to the local OLVP secondary school in
Bornem to assist it’s students with their studies.
These include STEM subjects which are a focus at
the school.
Going forward, we look forward to further positive
cooperation with OLVP Bornem.
Pictured above: Tom Sas, School Director with Katrien Raats and
Else Boriau from the Belgium office.

On 21st May, members of the DACH
team took the opportunity to highlight
diversity while continuing to build our
teams’ inclusiveness and connectivity
at our regular Virtual Coffee morning.
At the light-hearted ‘Time out’ from
peoples’ busy schedules, participants
represented their 12 different
nationalities wearing their national or
local colours.

Move for MESA

In May, the San Francisco office launched a 30 Day ‘Move’ campaign. Twentyfour people biked, hiked, rowed and ran their way through the month and
surpassed their goal, and reaching over 1,300 miles. PM Group donated $1 per
mile travelled to the San Jose State MESA Scholarship Program. This program
aims to increase the number of high caliber, industry-ready graduates from
educationally and/or economically disadvantaged backgrounds completing
degrees in Engineering or Computer Science at San José State University.
Pictured: Architect Maya Malek hikes the Tijeras Creek trail in Orange County, CA.

China Team Building
The Shanghai office got active for their team building day at
Chongming Island with a focus on community, the environment and
wellbeing.

Please send news articles for inclusion in the PM Times to
pmtimes@pmgroup-global.com
www.pmgroup-global.com

